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In capacity of coach and also as one of Eurosite’s members active in EPAM



By 2015, the European Open Standards are 
widely recognised and practised as the best 

available and most practical Pan-European 
standard for the management of N2000 sites and 
other sites of biological importance, throughout 

Europe and in the EU in particular.
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Presentation Notes
EPAM stands for the European Platform on Adaptive Management and is initiated by Eurosite and FOS. Repeat vision quickly in own words



1.  Development of the European Open 
Standards 

2.  Building Capacity
3.  Supporting the practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To achieve this mission we have identified a programme of work consisting of 3 pillarsRead slideStress that this presentation is about the second pillar



1.  Key principles
2.  How we build capacity
3.  challenges ahead
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Presentation Notes
In this presentation I’d like to share with you the key principles we believe are fundamental to effectively building the capacity of site management teams in practicing adaptive management.I will also share with you the work done to date and will end with challenges ahead.



1. Training to focus on a functional team

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Site management involves many different disciplines and skills. Analytical, financial, practical, process & content knowledge etc. etc. It is the totallity of these skills that enables good site management. In most –if not all cases these skills are not present in one person: rather they are carried by a team (with a manager often leading this team). Capacity building should therefore focus on the team as a unit rather then on the individual. 



2. Anchor learning in reality of the team

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the major characteristics of our time is that we are all OVERBOOKED and too busy. This endangers true application of what you have learned, actually it hampers reflection at largeAnchoring in real work and real needs kills 2 birds with one stone:It allow people to get work done during training and thus relieves themIt allows them to deeply understand theory through on the ground applicationNeed to discover implications of the theory for own situation. This depends on kind of area, what kind of protection status (so ranging from full protection to multiple use), what kind of organisation your are (NGO, Private land owner? , Government)



3. Combine theory 
with practice, with 
peer reviews, with 
application

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are basically 2 ways of knowing and 2 ways of learning. The deepest learning is to go through it all. So by understanding the theory, by testing it and reflecting on what works and doesn’t work the learning deepens.Also, different people have different ways of learning: some don’t care about the theory but want to experience it. Others cannot experiment without fully understanding the theory. Again others want to watch peers DO things and need reflection to internalise concepts. This follows a holistic model of the learning process – but everyone has their own learning styles – some are practitioners/ others are more inclined to learning theory before applying and testing for themselves



3. Continued access to a coach or 
mentor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Look at the cycle: from design to implementation, to adaptation etc. Investing in the first 2 steps does not make a team practice adaptive management and hence a long term commitment is needed. Continued access to a coach a mentor are key to keeping the teams focused and providing the support they need over multiple years. The coach not only provides technical back-up and knowledge to tap from, but can also play a role in ensuring that the ball keeps rolling…



a.Multiple team workshops
b.On-the-job training
c.Coaches network / training of trainers
d.Training of tomorrow’s leaders



• Typically 4 to 5 days
• Functional teams of around 6 participants bring their 
OWN case to the workshop, e.g. 

• Lindisfarne National Nature Reserve, UK
• Sumava National Park, Czech Republic 
• Tour du Valat estate, France
• Savonlinna area, Finland

• Participants create REAL plans for their OWN area



• Focus on Step 1 (Conceptualisation) and Step 
2 (design of Action Plan, Monitoring Plan and 
Operational Plan) of planning cycle



• Mixture of theory, practice, reflection 
and peer review

• Mixture of roles: trainers, coaches 
and team members

• Target group is site-based teams (not 
individuals) with a real planning need 
(evaluation or mgt plan etc.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Broken into discrete chunks -Trainer introduces theoryTeams put theory into practiceCoaches facilitate teamsLessons learned and thoughts shared in plenaryPeers review each other’s workTeam data added to MiradiAdditional sessions for coaches to prepare  and review progress



• Work through steps of Open Standards –
Vision, targets, threats, etc. 

• Create basic building blocks for real work

• All stages captured by dedicated Open 
Standards software - Miradi.



• Global network of around 175 coaches from 
over 30 organisations. 

• The Network is driven by The Nature 
Conservancy (US), Greening Australia, 
Foundations of Success (including FOS Europe) 
and WWF.

• European Network currently being built by FOS 
Europe, focusing on site managers



• In Europe we have an emerging network of 19 
coaches (*) and coaches in training, all with different 
levels of experience and flying hours:

Axios Authority (Stella Vareltzidou*)
WWF Italy (Corrado Teofili*)
Metsahallitus (Matti Maata)
SEPA (Lena Tingstrom*, Per Nilsson*, Anita Tullrot*, 

Jenny Hertzman , Lotta Nygard)
Fylkismannen (Aase Richter, LivMarit Hansen)
Tour du Valat (Lisa Ernoul)
Eberswalde University (Piere Ibisch*, Lena Strixner, Nico Boenisch)
Natural England (Paul Evans, Tim Coleshaw)
Scottish Natural Heritage (Deborah Spray)
Eurosite (Neil McIntosh)
FOS Europe (Ilke Tilders*)
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Presentation Notes
Fylkismannen – NorwaySEPA – SwedenMetsahallitus – FinlandCorrado is trained via the WWF network in cooperation with TNCPierre is a TNC-trained coach too



A coach leads, mentors and/or supports site 
management teams (including stakeholders) 
through the application of the CMP Open 
Standards

Coaches typically:
• Have completed training as a coach
• Are competent to support a team
• Have participated in full AM process
• Have proven experience and strong 
facilitation skills



CMP coaches are expected to:
• Help at least one team or one workshop per 
year.
• Share lessons learned and products that are 
developed
• Serve as mentor to newer coaches
• Actively roll out the Open Standards



• To date two 2 regional workshops have been held in 
Europe
 Savonlinna, Finland, 2007 
 Tour du Valat, France, 2008

• Both hosted by a local organisation but marketed by 
Eurosite and FOS

• In total, 70 people from 15 European countries, 
representing 20 site management organisations 
(including GOs, NGOs, POs) have attended these  
workshops



• 2009 slow
• 2010 two on the agenda:

• 1) end of Feb in Greece
• 2) June/July in a country tbd



2008:
Axios Delta in Greece (Axios Authority, Greece)
Reedbed Management in Estonia & Finland (REC)
Kosterhavets National Park (Sweden)

2009/10:
Ytre Hvaler NP (Norway)
5 Baltic Sea Marine Protection Areas (Sweden)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the job is specifically focused on a task to be completed. Most of the on-the-job are much more participatory –so include working with different stakeholders. The learning is deeper –since it is fully applied learning



University Curriculum:
Eberswalde University Applied Sciences –Faculty of 
Forest & Environment (60+ Bachelor/Master students 
trained in Adaptive Management)
Seeking alliance with other universities in Europe

Spin-off:
Interns that can help with the development of 
management plans, etc. (Axios, EPAM)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Universities are part of bigger network exchanging curriculums and teachers/coaches + help with internshipsInterns: mention Lena and Nico. Much opportunity for both areas and students to get focus on work, make it affordable, get real hands-on experience.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is all well and fine. But the challenge ahead of us is quite big. If we are serious in achieving our vision, then we need to ensure that these simple –and perhaps little steps are indeed building up to become miraculous and great. If we want the Open Standards to truly help us, then we need a European wide constituency. How do we do this?The challenges are big:How do we move from sites to countries to regions?What kind of mechanisms can we develop and jointly take responsibility for?What is the exact role of the coaches network in this?Do we start many snowballs simultaneously or work to optimise the growing of one first?How do we reach the less obvious partners?



PLEASE JOIN US!

www.eurosite.org

www.fosonline.org

www.conservationmeasures.org

http://www.eurosite.org�
http://www.fosonline.org�
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